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Concerto Grosso in C Major, "Alexander's Feast" ...... Handel
Allegro
Largo
Allegro
Andante con presto (Gavotte)
Principal Violins: Gerard Jarry and Christian Briere
Principal Cello: Antoine Fritsch
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Concerto for Violin in E Major, S. 1042 . ............... Bach
Allegro
Adagio
Allegro assai
Solo Violin: G~rard Jarry
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Intermission
Concerto for Three Violins in F Major . ............. Telemann
Allegro
Adagio
Allegro assai
Soloists: G~rard Jarry-Bernadette Jarry-Christian Briere

Ricercare for Six Voices from
"The Musical Offering," S. 1079 ...................... Bach
Concerto for Two Violins in C Minor, S. 1060 ........... Bach
Allegro
Adagio
Allegro
Soloists: Ge'rard Jarry-Christian Briere

Represented by Mariedi Anders Artists Management Inc.
535 El Camino Del Mar. San Francisco , California 94121
Photographing and sound recording are prohibited .
We further request that audible paging devices not be used during performaces.
Paging arrangements may be made with ushers .
If it is anticipated that tickets will not be used , subscribers
are encouraged to turn them in for resale.
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THE PAILLARD CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
Founded in 1953 by the French conductor and musicologist Jean-Francois Paillard, the
Pai/lard Chamb e r Orchestra has consistently played a leading role in the revival of the music of
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. This music is still given a most prominent place in its
programs, but modern and contemporary music, as well as nineteenth century works for
strings, also has become a part of its repertoire. The ensemble is subsidized by the French
government for a series of thirty concerts every year in France and, in addition, it performs in
many festivals and in many of the great concert halls throughout the world . Altogether, JeanFrancois Paillard and his hand-picked musicians give more than 100 concerts a yeaar, and
they have made approximately 250 recordings for which they have received twenty-two Grands
Prix Internationaux .

PROGRAM NOTES
Early in the eighteenth century the education of a young musician, especially one interested in
opera, was considered incomplete without a trip to Italy . In 1706 GEORGE FREDERIC HANDEL
(1685-1759) made such a trip with one Gastone d'Medici , who was an infam o us rake (in a n age
when it was not easy to earn such a distinction), but who also knew many noblemen and musicians
in Italy . Handel spent many fruitful hours with most of the musical lights of that luminous period. He
particularly admired Corelli and carefully studied the concerto grosso which he had done so much
to refine . This popular musical form consisted of a small group of instruments-the concertino- playing in contrast with a small chamber orchestra (the size of the Paillard Chamber Orchestra) , which
itself was called the concerto grosso. In time , the latter designation came to describe this form of
composition , and many other composers of the Baroque period explored its possibilites.
It was much later that Handel applied his own genius to this form. The Concerto Grosso on
tonight's program was composed in 1736 in the company of several other compositions to honor St .
Cecilias Day (chief of which was the massive cantata , "Ode to St. Cecilia") . It is a gay and brilliant
piece. The first movement, a sparkling Allegro, has in the concertino a series of frolicking , spinetickling, descending notes on the cello . After the reverie-like Largo, the second Allegro begins with a
fugal passage on the solo instruments, soon followed by the full orchestra in a thundering fortissimo.
The principal theme returns in rondo fashion but each time in _a different key . In the elegantly paced
Gavotte, the solo instruments return to restate the theme in different guises, but the same mood is
maintained throughout.
The accomplishments of JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH (1685-1750) on the harpsichord and
organ are well known . It is less well-remembered that for many years one of his principal duties was
as violinist in various orchestras. In Weimar alone he was so employed for nine years . We did not
need to know this. Hearing the magnificent E Major and A Minor violin concertos, we would have
guessed that no mortal could have created them without close intimacy with the instrument.
It is shocking to read that musicologists are fairly sure that Bach wrote no fewer than six concertos for the violin, but that only two survived . The remaining concertos were probably among the
manuscripts inherited by his wayward son , Wilhelm Friedemann , who unfortunately gave away,
sold, or lost many of these gems. An added dimension of the pain and loss is.inescapable if these
words are read during a performance of the E Major Concerto . What a joy the world has missed in
the loss of these works .
The E Major Violin Concerto , like most Bach concertos, has two fast movements separated by a
slower, more thoughtful movement. The two outer movements draw the listener into them by the
power of perfectly layed-out themes , surprising changes of pace, and recurring , artfully introduced,
re-statements of the now familiar main subjects . The Adagio is a prolonged song built on the contrast
between the ostinato of the cellos and the rhapsodic solo violin .

GEORGE PHILLIP TELEMANN (1681-1767) was born four years earlier than Bach and died
three years before Beethoven was born. His successful and simultaneous high court, church , and
school positions were numerous. So great was his prestige that he turn e d down a position offered to
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him by the Leipzig town council when he discovered his duties would include teaching Latin to
school boys . (The post went to another famous Leipsiger-his friend . J. S . Bach) .
The Conce'rto for Three Violins in F Major is one of those rich. rewarding works that seemed to
roll off his pen is such profusion . In the Allegro the first message is that here is your standard majestic . pleasing, run-of-the-mill first movement. full of Baroque Gemutlichkeit until a sudden change
of pace to a soft. minor key phrase in 3 / 4 time played by the concertino. The full orchestra returns,
but to a charmed and perhaps more alert listener. The juxtaposition of loud and soft. light and dark ,
and unaccompanied solo instruments against full orchestra continues for the remainder of the concerto with frequent reminders that Telemann is a man to be taken lightly at times. but never for
granted.
The story of the genesis of Bach's "musical offering" is now familiar. During a visit of the senior
Bach to the court of Frederick the Great , where Carl Philipp Emanuel was Capellmeister, the
Monarch was very impressed with the older Bach's extemporizing on the new pianoforte. To see
how far the point could be pushed, and how far Bach's talent would carry him, King Frederick then
invented a tune and asked Bach to produce a six part fugue based on it . This he did to the admiration
of the King and, no less. of the musical world for the next two centuries .
The King's theme was highly chromatic and irregular rhythmically. The wonder is that Bach
could do anything with it, much less produce a six part fugue. Douglas Hofstaedter points out in
GcJdel, Escher, Bach how extraordinary a six part fugue is . In the entire Well-Tempered Clavier,
containing forty-eight Preludes and Fugues, only two have as many as five parts and none has six
parts. He compares the task of improvising a six part fugue with the playing of sixty simultaneous
blind-folded chess games and winning them all.
The term recercare means a fugue of unusual complexity, and tonight we marvel at the complexity of the inventions and their compelling musical value.
Bach's Concerto, labeled S. 1060, was reconstructed from fragments of a concerto for two
harpsichords and orchestra but was probably originally intended for a solo violin and oboe. Because
of its popularity, it is familiar in different forms - a two harpsichord concerto (as it was originally written) and also as a violin and oboe concerto (as it was probably intended) . It is fitting that tonight's
concert which has focused on contrasting two or more string soloists with the Baroque orchestra
should conclude with this Concerto with two solo violins. All three movements are bright. flowing,
and seem indeed more fit for melodious and sustained instruments (such as violin or oboe) than for
the keyboard. There is considerable echoing of themes and phrases, especially in the rapturous
Adagio. The greatness of the Concerto is that it so beautiful that it would be equally attractive and
"right" for combinations of instruments we have not begun to imagine.

Program Notes by Jack B. Mazow
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